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1 Abstract

RSA cryptosystem is one of the most famous and used public key scheme and is based on the

existence of an one–way trapdoor function, which is easy to compute and difficult to invert without

knowing some information. However, some attacks are possible when, e.g., the private key is small

[8] or the public key is small [2]. Moreover, RSA leaks some vulnerabilities in broadcast applications

[4]. Hence, during the years, RSA–like schemes (see, e.g., [3], [5], [6], [7]) have been proposed in

order to overcome some of the previous vulnerabilities.

In this talk, we present a novel RSA–like cryptosystem [1]. Specifically, we define a novel product

that arises from a cubic field connected to the cubic Pell equation. We discuss some interesting

properties and remarks about this product that can also be evaluated through a generalization of

the Rédei rational functions. We then exploit these results to construct a novel RSA–like scheme

that is more secure than RSA in broadcast applications. Moreover, our scheme is robust against

the Wiener attack and against other kind of attacks that exploit the knowledge of a linear relation

occurring between two plaintexts.

Our scheme is based on a particular group equipped with a non–standard product that we have

found working on a cubic field related to the cubic Pell equation. In fact, we would like to point

out that in this work we give a first idea about the potentiality of this group in cryptographic

applications, with the aim of providing an original point of view for exploiting number theory in

cryptography and opening new studies.
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